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Vorlesungen iiber die Algebra der Logik 3, Leipzig 1895, 12. 
Vorlesung. 
Archive for history of exact sciences 9 (1973), 325-380. 
Transformation of a rectilinear figure into an equiareal 
rectangle; sum of the angles in a triangle; solution of the 
Delian problem by Archytas. 
Numerorum mysteria,1583, Second edition, 1591. 
Arithmeticae libri duo, geometriae septem et viginti, 
Basle i569. 
1610; published in Epistolae ad naturam ordinatarum figurarum 
plenius intelligendam pertinentes, ed. J. Brotek, Cracow 1615. 
Exercitationum mathematicarum decas prima, Naples 1627. 
LH XXXV 1,29 fol. l-18, 19. 
Mathematische liefhebberijen, met het nieuws der Fransche en 
Duytsche scholen in Nederland. 
Founded by H. Meissner and V. Heins in 1690; today the 
Mathematische Gesellschaft in Hamburg. . . Vorlesungen uber ;<ahlentheorie, 4th edition, Brunswick 1894. 
vber Zerlegungen von Zahlen durch ihre grijssten gemeinsamen 
Theiler, 1897; zber die von drei Moduln erzeugte Dualyruppe, 
1900. 
Note: This report was published in German in Praxis der Mathematik 
17. Jahrgang (1975), 42-45 (Aulis Verlag Deubner G Co. KG, Cologne) 
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BICENTENNIAL PROGRAM AT THE MAA MEETING 
IN SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 24-26JANUARY 1976 
The program includes the following historical papers: 
Mathematics in colonial America by D. J. Struik, 
Mathematics in America: the first hundred years by Judith V. 
Grabiner, 
Some leaders in American mathematics by Garrett Birkhoff, 
American mathematics from 1940 to day before yesterday by P. R. 
Halmos, 
Mathematics and the government: the post-war years as augury of 
the future by Mina S. Rees, 
The history of computing in the United States by R. W. Hamming, 
The bomb, sputnik, computers, and European mathematicians by 
P. D. Lax, 
Probability theory: reflections on the past and speculations on 
the future by Mark Kac. 
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